From the Director's Desk

The two nomination packages have made their way to the Senate. These nominations will be considered by the Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee and forwarded to the full Senate if approved by committee. All officers must remain fully qualified (mental and physical examinations must be up to date) before the Secretary may sign a commission effecting the permanent appointment or promotion.

NOMINATIONS IN COMMITTEE (CIVILIAN)

This document identifies civilian nominations submitted by the President to the Senate for confirmation during the current congress and that are currently undergoing committee consideration.

In the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation

Sep 20, 04   PN1978  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
              Nominations beginning Timothy J Gallagher, and ending
              Bernerd R Archer, which 29 nominations were received by the
              Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on

Sep 20, 04   PN1977  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
              Nominations beginning Jonathan W Bailey, and ending Richard
              A Edmundson, which 124 nominations were received by the
              Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on

Commander Jonathan W. Bailey, NOAA
Director, Commissioned Personnel Center
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